
Front Seats

Driver side

Passenger side

2 X headrest covers
Driver side upper seat cover
Driver side lower seat cover
Passenger side upper seat cover
Passenger side lower seat cover

3 X Headrest covers
Rear Split (60) upper cover
Rear Split (60) lower cover
Rear Split (40) upper cover
Rear Split (40) lower cover

Rear Seat (40/60 Split Type)

Rear Split (60)

Rear Split (40)

Disks and metal clips

CUSTOM FIT FAUX LEATHER 
FRONT AND REAR SEAT COVERS

Fits: Year 2015 - 2020 / F150

Center console cover

*

*

* If you have ordered front pair seat covers, the rear seat covers are not included.
  If you have ordered rear seat covers, the front seat covers are not included. 

Missing Parts? Replacement?        Please contact us. 

Center piece to cover armrest
when armrest is not in use
Can be removed by unzipping
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Put on the center console
cover and secure with 
elastic straps
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Repeat the installation to the
passenger side front seat.

Any question? Feel free to ask us.
 @gearflag

Please check all the parts before installation.
Start installing on driver side front seat first.

Repeat these steps
for both front seat
covers.

Put on the bottom portion
of seat cover.
Wrap around the straps below
the seats and buckle up..

Put on the top
half of front 
driver side
seat cover

You may release
these side straps
before putting on
the covers.

- Slide the 3 plastic disks through the gap between 
the upper and lower portions of seat. Then place the
plastic disks into upright position against the back
                                            of the seats to secure 
                                            the straps.
                                            
                                            - Then connect the metal hooks                                            - Then connect the metal hooks
                                              to the bottom of the seats 

Release the headrests from
both front seats

Connect these two elastic
straps to metal hook

Connect 3 elastic straps to plastic disks

CUSTOM FIT FAUX LEATHER SEAT COVER  
FRONT SEAT INSTALLATION
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2 Strap on the elastic straps from
the seat cover to plastic disks
as shown above

Slide all the disks through the
gap between the upper portion
and lower portion of the seats.

Position all the disks
into upright position 
against the back seat
to secure the straps3
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Lower Portion of Rear Seats

Start with the larger side of seat cover
Put on the seat cover

Then lift up the lower 
portion of the seat
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Any question? Feel free to ask us.    @gearflag

Please check all the parts before installation.

Upper Portion of Rear Seats

This is brand new seat cover, folding wrinkle will be found when taking out of box. 
Faux leather is flexible material. After fitting on the seats, the folding wrinkle will 
eventually disappear for certain of time. Due to the snug fit of the seat covers, 
some effort may be required for installation.

Clip on the buckle if available.
You may also use the plastic
disks available to connect two
or more elastic straps

The black valcro type tape on the 
back of the seat cover will be able
to stick on the cloth surface on the
back of the rear seat to secure the
seat cover in place.

Release both rear seat headrests

Then put on the rear seat cover as shown below

CUSTOM FIT FAUX LEATHER SEAT COVER
REAR SEAT INSTALLATION (40/60 SPLIT)
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4 Put on the headrest covers.
Secure with valcro straps.

Zip up the center cover for armrest
Unzip it and remove if armrest is in
use.

Any question? Feel free to ask us.    @gearflag

Please check all the parts before installation.

Lower Portion of Rear Seats

This is brand new seat cover, 
folding wrinkle will be found when taking out of box. 
Faux leather is flexible material.
After fitting on the seats, the folding wrinkle will 
eventually disappear for certain of time. 
Due to the snug fit of the seat covers, 
some effort may be required for installation.some effort may be required for installation.

Clip on the buckle if available.
You may also use the plastic
disks available to connect two
or more elastic straps

For lower small portion of rear seat
Place the seat cover on the seat.

Then lift up the seat to
secure the elastic
straps

CUSTOM FIT FAUX LEATHER SEAT COVER
REAR SEAT INSTALLATION (40/60 SPLIT)


